THE EVOLUTION: PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Allotz Cloud Property
Management Software
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS ARE NOT ALL
CREATED EQUAL!
Our software has modular
capabilities allowing us to cater
to all hotels from apartments,
independent hotels, motels,
bed & breakfasts, all the way
up to “big box hotels” and
groups of properties. It’s
modern, easy to use and works
on any size screen.

Accommodation Management Software
Intuitive screens means that it’s easy to use and very importantly easy for new staff members to learn.
Print beautiful and clear invoices for your customers.

Booking Manager
All your reservations in one place with a modern and easy to use
calendar.

Dashboard
Understand your property’s performance at a glance.

It is cloud based, so its
accessible from anywhere,
automatically backed up and
always up to date with the
latest version.

CLOUD
BASED

Intelligent PMS dashboard

AUTOMATION
Save hours of time by
automating emails and
payments such as: booking
confirmations, taking payment
on new bookings, sending
email on invalid cards. We can
automate any task.

Guest Profile
Know who your guests are. We build a database of all your
guests and you have access to their information to see your
best repeat guests. Create new bookings easily and use your
stored information.

Channel Manager
Fully integrated with Allotz AutoPilot to automatically update
your inventory and rates to all your online sales channels.

Mobile Compatible
Manage your property on the go with our app in your pocket;
create new bookings, change prices, check-in and out and
much more.

SAVE
HOURS!

Point of Sale Systems
Integrations with Lightspeed and other POS systems. Check
with us to see if your POS system is supported.

Rate Manager
Define your rates and rate plans, then easily update them all
by just changing the master rate. Use seasons to automatically
manage your high and low seasons, special events etc.

Easily view seasons and events with the rate manager.
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Modern Booking Manager
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